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Bus automata are defined as a class of uniform arrays of finite automata 
("cells") with modifiable channels through cells which allow long-distance 
communication. This permits separation of the functions of state change (or 
switching) and information transmission, and analysis of their respective 
time costs. Most previous cellular automaton research does not make this distinc- 
tion. We define immediate languages as those formal languaves accepted in a 
fixed number of steps by bus automata, regardless of the size of the input. 
Similarities to other hierarchies of formal languages related to parallel com- 
putation are explored, and evidence for the existence of a family of "inherently 
parallel" languages i discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the past, one important model of parallel computation has been the cellular 
automaton (CA), originally introduced by yon Neumann (1966). We add 
to the CA a locally modifiable long-distance communication network. We call 
the resulting device a bus automaton (BA). The origins of the bus automaton 
are described by Rothstein (1976). 
We are particularly interested in the class of patterns which can be recognized 
within a constant number of clock steps by a BA, regardless of the pattern size. 
For a pattern P of size n, (by any reasonable measure) a computing device 
which recognizes P in time on the order of n ~ is commonly regarded as being 
essentially faster than one recognizing P in time on the order of n a. Recognizers 
running in polynomial time bounds are considered faster than those running 
in exponential time. Any such hierarchy must have as its "fastest family" the 
class of patterns recognized in constant time K.  Usually that family will be 
trivial; with sequential recognition algorithms, the maximum size of a rec- 
ognizable pattern is a function of K. However, in the BA, remote transmission 
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of information over "busses" is accounted for separately from the time used in 
switching or state change. Thus the sequence of steps in an algorithm can be 
of fixed maximum length without restricting the size of the input being processed. 
We begin in Section 2 by defining cellular automata using Mealy finite 
sequential machines as cells. By restriction we define Moore cellular automata 
and bus automata nd explain their operation. 
In Section 3 we define the class I1V[L of immediate languages, which are 
the formal languages accepted in a fixed number of state changes by a BA, 
Section 4 contains examples of subfamilies of IML; Section 5 explores closure 
properties of INIL subfamilies. In Section 6 non-immediate languages are 
considered. In Section 7 we discuss relationships between immediate languages, 
the DBCS languages of Smith (1971), and the Chomsky hierarchy of "sequential 
acceptance." Finally, in Section 8, we describe an emerging hierarchy of 
parallel-recognition la guage families. 
2. CELLULAR AUTOMATA 
2.1. Basic Definitions 
A Mealy finite sequential machine (fsm) is an ordered quintuple M = 
(Z, A, Q,f, h), where 2; is a finite set, the input alphabet; A is a finite set, the 
output alphabet; Q is a finite set called the state set; f: X × Q -~ Q is the state 
transition function; and h: X × Q ---, A is the output function. 
N a is the set of d-tuptes of nonnegative integers, and represents the points 
with no negative coordinates in a d-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. 1 
A is a finite set, the "intercell alphabet." A cell's output alphabet is just A. 
A cell's inputs are the outputs of its (directly or diagonally adjacent) neighbors; 
there are 3 a -- 1 such neighbors. Call the ith neighbor of location Y (in some 
standard order), NBR (i, Y), The input alphabet of a cell is therefore the set 
(A~-I), the set of "(3 a -- 1)-tuples" of members of A. 
A Standard Cellular Automaton (SCA) is an ordered 7-tuple M = (d, A, Q, 
f,  h, a0, q0) such that 
(1) d, a positive integer, is the dimension of M; 
(2) there is defined a Mealy fsm C = ((A) ~a-1, A, Q, f, h) called a cell 
of M, with A as cell output alphabet, (A) 8~-1 as cell input alphabet, Q as cell 
1 Most  CA research uses the entire space Z a. We use only the "quadrant"  N a. Th is  
allows the use of diagonal signals, runn ing  axis to axis, to form "roofs"  or outer l imits by 
cells entering a boundary  state. These  roofs can confine " runaway"  signals, whose 
indefinite propagation would formally invalidate the forthcoming definition of stable 
output  function. Wi thout  the axes (or something equivalent), the establ ishment of the 
roof itself would lead to runaway signals. 
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state set, f :  ((A) 3~-1) × Q--+ Q the cell state transition 
h: ((A) 3a-1) × Q --~ A the cell output function; 
(3) 
to C; 
(4) 
and 
function; and 
with every point Y in N a is associated a Mealy automaton Cr identical 
q0 ~ Q is the quiescent state and a 0 6 A is the quiescent symbol such that 
f((ao) 3d-~, qo) = qo, 
h((ao) 3a-1, qo) = ao . 
For a standard cellular automaton M = (d, AI Q,f ,  h, ao, q0), we define a 
state configuration of M as function y: N a -+ Q (i.e., an assignment of a state 
from Q to every cell of M). y is finite iff the set {Y~Naly (Y )  ~ q0} is finite. 
An output configuration of M is a function co: N a -+ d.  ~o is finite iff the set 
{Y~Nalo , (Y )  v~ ao} is finite. The sets 1" = {y: Na-+ Q ly  is finite} and 
£2 = {co: N a -+ A ] w is finite} are the sets of all finite state and output con- 
figurations of M, respectively. 
For Y ~ N a, ~ ~ 1", ~o ~ ~2, we write @)r  when we mean the state of cell C r , 
and @o)r when we mean the output of cell C r .  I f  Y e Z a but Y ~ N a, @)r  = qo 
and (W)r = a0 • That is, we regard the unused areas of Z d as "permanently 
quiescent." 
We define an output configuration history function 0': N × 1"--~£2 as 
follows: 
For any 7 E/ ' ,  and any Y in N a, 
and for j / / -  1, 
<o' (o ,  ~)>y = a o 
(O'(j ,  y ) ) r  = h((O'( j  - -  1, ~'))~BR(1,Y) .... , (O ' ( j  - -  1, ~))NBR(gd_I,y) , (~/)y)- 
Informally, the value of O'(j, y) is an output configuration of M which 
results from j applications of an "output updating operation" to a state con- 
figuration 7; Y is not changed during such a process. 
We now define the stable output function O: 1"-+ f2. For y ~ 1", if there 
exists a positive integer t such that O'(t, ~,) = O'(t', y), for all t' > t, let ~- be the 
least such t. Define O(y) = 0'(% y). I f  no ~- exists, then O(y) is undefined. 
Informally, the value of O(y) is the output configuration resulting from 
state configuration y after all "propagating signals" have reached their destina- 
tions, and all transients have settled. Hennie (1961) showed that for most 
classes of cellular automata consisting of Mealy fsm's, it is undecidable if O 
is totally defined. Feedback loops may occur such that the outputs of some 
cells "oscillate," and these loops are not always detectable. If, in state con- 
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figuration 7, oscillation is occurring and is not somehow arrested, then 0(V ) 
will be undefined, because no two successive output configurations are ever 
the same. 
We now define a state configuration update function 17: I"--, 1" as follows: 
for 7 ~ F, if 0(7 ) is defined then 
(17(7)) r = f((O(7))NBR(I.r) , ' " '  (O(7))~Bm~--X, r ) '  (7)r)" 
17(7) is undefined otherwise. We see that /7  is just the "global" analog of f. 
Let us define the state configuration history function 17': N × ]7 -+ 1" which 
for an initial state configuration 7 specifies the configuration H'(m, y) resulting 
after "m applications of I I ."  
17'(0, 7) = 7 
and form >/ 1, 
17'(m, 7) = 17(H'(m --  1, 7)) if H'(m -- l, 7) is defined, 
H'(m, 7) is undefined otherwise. 
2.2. Language Acceptance by Cellular Automata 
First informally and then formally we describe language acceptance by a 
cellular automaton, M. Let an input string be represented by the initial states 
of the cells along one "edge" of M; call this edge the buffer of M. If, during 
the operation of M, the origin cell (C0.0. 0 ..... 0) ever enters a given acceptance 
state E~, then the string in the buffer is accepted. We now formalize this. 
Consider a standard cellular automaton M -- (d, A, Q, f, h, ao, %). State set 
Q of M contains tates E l ,  E2, and E~. Let V be any subset of (Q - {El, E2, 
E~, %}); we call V an input alphabet. For any string X = x~ "" x~ in V*, 
there exists a state of configuration 7x such that: 
(Tx)(o,o ..... 9) = E1 
@x)(i,o ..... o) = x~, 1 ~ i ~ n 
(7x)(~+1,o ..... o) = E2 
(Tx)r ----- q0 
(E 1 is the left endmarker state); 
(X = x 1 ... x~ is the input to M); 
(E2 is the right endmarker state); 
for all other Y ~ N a. 
We say that M accepts X iff there exists a positive integer t such that 
(H'(t,  X))(0,0 ..... 0) = E , ;  that is, iff the origin cell enters acceptance state 
E~ after t state transitions. The language accepted by M is defined as the set 
L(M)  = {X c V* [ M accepts X}. 
We define a useful function. Consider an alphabet V_C Q the state set of M, 
and a language L _C If'*. I f  M accepts L, then for any string X of length n in L, 
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there exists a smallest integer t such that after t state changes, M's  origin celI 
is in an accepting state. Call this value t =/~M(X), the acceptance steps function. 
Formally, for X eL(M) ,  ~M(X) ~- (mint ] H'(t, (7X)(o.o ..... o) = Ea). 
2.3. Moore Cellular Automata 
The most frequently studied class of cellular automata are those whose 
cells are Moore finite sequential machines. A Moore finite sequential machine 
is a Mealy fsm M ~- (Z, A, Q, f, h) whose output function h "takes no account 
of" current inputs; that is, for any q 6 Q and a~, a2 E Z, h(a 1 , q) ~- h(a2, q). 
We can trivially replace h by a function h': Q -+ A. A Moore SCA is a standard 
cellular automaton whose cells are N[oore fsm's. It is clear that the stable 
output function O is always defined for a Moore SCA, since for all t > 1 
and any state configuration 7, (O'(t, 7))r = (0 ' (1 ,7 ) ) r  = h((y)r). Thus the 
output indeterminacy problem for Mealy-cell SCAs does not apply t ° Moore 
SCAs. 
2.4. Bus Automata 
We first define a set of "conduction functions," abbreviated as C-functions. 
These represent undirectional transmission of binary information through 
passive channels. 
Consider a directed bipartite graph of k left (input) and k right (output) 
nodes. Let each input node have a label 0 or 1 assigned to it; and let B~ be 
the set of k-component Boolean column vectors representing the set of possible 
inputs. I f  an edge leads from a left node labeled 1 to some right node, then 
that node is labeled l; otherwise, zero. Such a graph can be represented by 
a k by k Boolean matrix (Harrison, 1965). The graph or matrix represents a
function G from the set of Boolean k-vectors B k to B k . See the example in 
Fig. 1. 
0 ~ - 1  1 0 0 
= 
0 #0 0 1 0 
1 .~1 0 0 1 
FIG. 1. Graph and matrix for 1.1nary C-function G. 
We now define C-functions of m input vectors, using m such matrices. 
A function G: (BT~) ~ ~ B~ is an m-ary (unary, binary,...) C-function iff there is 
an m-tuple (M 1 ,..., M~) of k × k Boolean matrices such that G(v 1 ..... v~) = 
May ~ + "" + M~v~, where + and catenation represent Boolean matrix sum 
and product. 
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o 
Fro. 2. Binary C-function H. 
= Va 
For example, consider the binary C-function H: B a × B a --* B a represented 
in Fig. 2, 
H(%, %) = M,% q- ~VI2% 
(i°!)(i) (i°°)(°) (!) = 0 + 0 0 1 = =vs .  0 1 0 0 
We define the set C,,,v as the set of all m-ary C-functions from (B~) *~ to B k . 
A bus automaton is a standard cellular automaton M : (d, Bk, Q, f, h, 
(0, 0,..., 0), %), where the output function h: ((B~) a~-l) × Q -+ Bk is of a 
special form. We first define functions g and G. g: Q -+ BI~ is the local output 
function of  M, a cell of M. For each cell state q ~ Q, Gq is a C-function in 
Cae_,. ~ . Gq is the conduction function for cell state q of _714. Then, for a tuple V 
of members of B~ (V ~ (B/~)aa-1), 
h(V, q) ~- Gq(V, g(q)). 
V represents outputs of neighbors of a given cell Cr ; g(q) represents signals 
originating at Cy, and Gq represents the transformation applied to all these 
signals to form Cr's output. 
2.5. Geometric Notation for Bus Automata 
We represent the neighborhood of a particular cell by an octagon. Four 
connection faces are numbered 1 to 4 clockwise from the top; the remaining 
four are numbered 5 to 8 counterclockwise (see Fig. 3). 
1 
5. 2 
6 ~ 4 3  
8 
FIG. 3. Cell faces. 
R1.1 
R6.1 ~ T 3 . 1  
FIG. 4. Channels. 
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A neighbor cell of a cell B is referred to as the "ith neighbor" of B if it touches 
the/-face of B. An incoming channel on face i is labeled Ri (R for "receiving") 
followed by a sequence number of symbol. Thus R6.1 is the first incoming 
channel on face 6. Outgoing channels are similarly labeled, using T ("trans- 
mitting"). The cell in Fig. 4 is in state q; its channels are represented in writing, 
as: 
q: (R6.1; T3.2, T4.1) 
(Rl.1; T3.1) 
Multiple channels with the same route may be grouped and referred to by a 
common name; they are drawn as double lines (see Fig. 5). 
R6.A ~ @ T3.1 
T8.A 
FIc. 5. Multichannels. FIG. 6. Signal origination. 
An output or a channel in cell Cr has value 1 iff it is connected to an input 
of C r having value 1, or is connected to a "star" (*; local source) within Cr ; 
otherwise it has value 0 (see Fig. 6). An input on face i of Cr has value 1 iff 
the corresponding output on the opposed neighbor of C r has value 1. 
For convenience when no diagonal connections (faces 2, 4, 5, 7) are used, 
cells may be shown as square. Moshell and Rothstein (1976) proved the equiva- 
lence of the graphic notation and the original two-dimensional bus automaton 
definition. 
3. IMMEDIATE LANGUAGES 
For a bus automaton M and a function H '  defined from M, L(M) is immediate 
on M iff there exists a positive constant KL such that, for all X~L(M),  the 
acceptance steps function /xM(X ) ~< KL. Informally, if L is immediate on M 
then no string in L requires more than K L clock intervals to be accepted by M. 
For any formal language L, if there exists a bus automaton M such that 
L = L(M) and L is immediate on M, the L is an immediate language (L ~ IML) .  
We say that L is accepted in immediate time by M if L is immediate on M. 
Consider the definition of the state configuration history function 17'. 11' is 
defined only when the "stable output function" O is defined. In a physical 
device this means that after a state transition all resultant signals must reach 
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their destinations ("stabilize") before a second state transition occurs. Let X 
be a string of length n in L. Informally speaking, if an amount of time propor- 
tional to n suffices after every clock pulse for all outputs to stabilize, then we 
say L is a linear propagation time immediate language (L E LIML).  
We now formally define LI1V[L. Consider M a bus automaton with associated 
output configuration update function 0 ' :  N X _P---~co and stable output 
function O: _P--+ w. Using O' we define a function P: _P--~ N as follows: 
for 7 a F, P(7) =- 7 equals the least t such that 0'(7 ) = O(t, 7) if 0(~-, Y) is 
defined, and P(7) is undefined otherwise. The value of P(7) represents the 
number of iterations of the output configuration update function required 
for the outputs to stabilize in M after M enters state configuration 7. We call 
P(7) the propagation time for 7- 
For M a bus automaton, if L = L(M) is immediate on M then L is linear 
propagation time immediate ("L-immediate" on M) iff there exists a positive 
constant k such that for all strings X of length n in L, 
MAX P(O'(H'(m, Yx))) < kn. 
O<~m<~K L 
For any formal language L, if there exists a (d-dimensional) bus automaton M
such thatL is linear propagation time immediate on M, thenL a L IML(L IMLa) .  
We say that M accepts L in L-immediate time. 
For M a bus automaton, i lL  = L(M) is immediate on M then L is polynomial 
propagation time immediate on M iff there exists a polynomial function 
F:  N ~ N such that for all strings X of length n in L, 
MAX P(O'(H'(m, ?x))) < F(n). 
O~m~K L 
For any formal languageL, if there exists a (d-dimensional) bus automaton M
such that L is polynomial propagation time immediate on M, then 
L ~ PIML(PIMLa).  
The set of languages immediate on bus automata of d dimensions will be 
called IMLa .  
The following inclusions follow directly from the definitions. 
IMLa+I D_ IMLd 
(21 kJl 
PIMLa+I D P IML  d 
L)I LJI 
L IMLa+I D L IMLa 
We have shown (Moshell and Rothstein, 1976) that, for any d, L IMLa is 
a subset of those languages accepted by d-dimensional Moore cellular automata 
in linear time (L IMLa C LMCAa). 
64314o/I-7 
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4. EXAMPLES OF IMMEDIATE LANGUAGES 
4.1. Regular Languages 
In this section we prove 
THEOREM 4.1. The languages accepted in immediate time by a one-dimensional 
BA are exactly the regular languages. 
In fact, we show that IML  1 = P IML  I = L INIL  1 ~ REG, the class of 
regular languages. It suffices to show that IML~ C REG __. L IML  1 . 
4.1.1. REG _C L IML  1 
THEOREM 4.1 a. For any regular language L, a one-dimensional bus automaton 
M can be constructed with accepts L in L-immediate time. 
Let D -= (Q, V,f, ql, F) be the minimal deterministic finite state automaton 
accepting L, where Q is a finite state set; V is a finite alphabet: (L C V*); 
f :  W × V-+ Q is the state transition function; ql ~ Q is the start state; and 
F_C Q is the set of final states. 
Given D, construct the one-dimensional bus automaton M as follows: 
where 
M = (d, k, Q', f ' ,  g, G, q0), 
d = dimension of M ----- 1; 
k = J Q I q- 1 ~ number of components of output vectors of 
cells of M -~ number of output channels; 
Q' --  F • {E 1 , E2, Ea, E0, q} = state set of cells of M; 
and f ' ,  g, G, q0 are defined as they are used. 
E~ and E2 are the usual bus automaton left and right endmarker states; 
E,  is the accepting state for L. 
In the following, the octagonal notation is used; thus the "left" face of a 
cell is face 6, and the "right" face is face 3. These rules define f, (7, and g for M:  
Rule 1. When M is started, the origin cell, in state E~, emits 1 on T3.1. 
Each output channel of a cell's 3-face (right face) is used to represent one 
state of D (the FSA accepting L). Thus, the origin cell's output on channel 
T3.1 corresponds to starting D in state q~. Only the origin cell, in state E 1 , 
originates a signal in M. 
Rule 2. For each symbol vi in F, if f(qj ,  vi) = qh is a state transition 
of D, then a cell of M in state vi connects input R6.j to output T3.h. 
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For example, if D, on receiving symbol x 1 would go from state ql to qs, 
then a cell of M in state x 1 connects R6.1 to T3.5 (see Fig. 7). 
Cell State: 
Fie. 7. 
- /~d-~'~T3.1  R6.5 > R6.j 
~ '~ T6.1 R3.t ,~T6"1 .... TO. 1 
E1 xl . . . .  E2 
Conduction representation f state transition. 
Rule 3. A cell of _3I in state E z connects R6.i to T6.1 for each final state 
q j~F  of D. 
I f  a signal arrives at the right marker cell (C~+1) on a channel corresponding 
to a final state of D, the signal is sent back toward the origin on channel T6.1. 
Rule 4. In every cell of M there is a channel connecting R3.1 to T6.1. 
The "return bus" resulting from Rule 4 carries a signal back to the origin 
cell iff string X is in L(D). 
Rule 5. I f  a cell in state Ea receives asignal on R6.1, it enters accept state Ea.  
No other state changes occur in M. In the following, the notation Ci.Tj.k = 1! 
means that the kth channel of output facej  of cell Ci is on (carrying a signal 1) 
and no other output channel on that face is on. 
The following lemma is needed. 
LE~_~ 4.2. I f  an input to D, S = x 1 ,..., xn takes D from state ql to qj then 
M with X as input will have C,~. T3 . j  = 1! after one clock interval. 
Proof (by induction on the length of X). I. X = A.A-input to D leaves D 
in state ql • By Rule 1, the origin cell in state ~1 has output T3.1 = 1!. 
II. Assume the lemma true for X = x 1,...,x~; prove it for X '= 
xl ,..., xi+l • I f  X takes D to state q~ then by the hypothesis, Ci.T3. j  = 1 !. 
I f  xi+l takes D from qj to qn then by Rule 2, eel1 C~+~ connects R6.j to T3.h. 
D is deterministic so only T3.h is "on," since only R6.j receives a (1) signal. 
Thus X '  takes D to state qn, and M with input X '  has Ci+l.T3.h = 1! after 
one clock interval, as asserted. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1a. I f  string X is accepted by D then X takes D from 
initial state ql to some final state qh ~F. By Lemma 4.2, M with input X has 
C~.T3.h = 1 !. By Rule 3, the endmarker cell in state E 2 receives signals on 
R6.h and routes them via the return bus to the origin cell. By Rule 5 the origin 
cell in state E 1 enters state Ea on receiving a signal on input R3.1. Only this 
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sequence of events can cause acceptance of X by M; thus M accepts X iff D 
accepts S; i.e., L(D) = L(M).  Q.E.D, 
We have shown that any regular language is accepted by some one-dimensional 
bus automaton in L-immediate time (REG _C LIML1). 
4.1.2. IML  1 _C REG 
Before establishing the main result of this section, we prove the following: 
LEMMA 4.3. I f  language L is accepted in immediate time by a one-dimensional 
B~4 M, then it is accepted in L-immediate time by a one-dimensional BA  M'  
which only uses n + 2 cells (i.e., no cell outside the input buffer and endmarkers 
ever leaves the quiescent state or has other than the quiescent symbol (0, 0 .... , O) ~ B k 
as input or output). 
Proof. Consider a one-dimensional BA, M with input X, i X I = n. Let 
us call the cells to the right of Cn+l the "tail." When M is started, any signals 
sent rightward from C~+ 1 (during the interval between t = 0 and the first 
clock pulse) can travel at most a fixed distance P l ,  through quiescent cells, 
before some output is repeated. This is because there are at most 2 k different 
cell outputs. This means that the subsequent (rightward) string of cell outputs 
is spatially periodic, with period Pl ~ 2k cells. The first period must begin 
Within Pl cells of C~+1, of course. 
Consequently, on the first clock pulse (t = 1), the states entered by these 
cells are also periodic along the tail, with period P l .  The states of the first 
Pl cells to the right of Cn+l therefore contain all of the information to be found 
in the tail; the other cell's states are redundant. 
During the second clock interval (between the t ~- 1 and t = 2 clock pulses) 
the tail cell states retain spatial period Pl • There are only 2 k possible cell outputs; 
so within at most (2 ~) Pl cells to the right, some first (leftmost) cell in a period 
has the same output as a first cell of a period closer to Cn+ 1 . Thus the cells' 
states and outputs are again spatially periodic, just before the t = 2 clock 
pulse, with period P2 ~< (2k) P l -  After this pulse, the cell states are periodic, 
with period p~. 
There is a constant K L such that M requires at most K L clock intervals to 
accept a string in L. Thus the above argument, iterated K L times, shows that 
the tail of M always has cell states and outputs spatially periodic. The period 
is a function of k, KL ,  and M but not a function of [ X I = n. Since k, K L , 
and M are fixed, the behavior of the first period, of fixed length, is effectively 
that of a finite-state machine. We can modify M to form M'  by changing the 
operation of cells such that the right marker cell, initially in state E~, simply 
simulates the finite state behavior of the tail of M. Then M'  accepts the same 
language as M, using only n + 2 ceils. 
In the portion of M between C o and Cn+ 1 (i.e., the input buffer of M'), 
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the total number of channels is proportional to n. Therefore no signal requires 
more than kin (k 1 a constant) propagation time to reach an destination in M'. 
Thus, all the immediate languages on M are L-immediate on M'. This prove s
Lemma 4.3. Q.E.DI 
THEOREM 4.1b. Any formal language L in IML 1 is a regular language. 
Pro@ It is known that any formal language L accepted by a one-tape 
Turing machine (with input initially on the tape) in linear time is regular 
(Hennie, 1956). Theorem 4.1b is proved by showing that acceptance of L 
in immediate time by a one-dimensional BA can be simulated in linear time 
by a one-tape Turing machine. 
For L ~IML1,  by Lemma 4.3 there exists a one-dimensional BA, M, 
accepting L in L-immediate time, in which only buffer and endmarker cells 
leave the quiescent state. We describe a one-tape Tm, T which accepts L in 
linear time by simulating M. The tape of T contains not only the input string 
X = x 1 ,..., x~ but also symbols representing the states, channels, and signals 
of M. The initial states of cells C O ,..., C~+ 1 are, of course, El, Xl ..... Xn, E2. 
As noted in the proof of Lemma 4.3, the total number of channels in cells 
C O to C~+ 1is proportional to n; hence the sum of the lengths of all signal path s
is proportional to n. T traces each path travelled by a signal in M, simulating 
signal transmission by updating channel representations. It is shown that 
this can be done in kln steps by T, k~ a constant. Then one traversal of the 
tape (n @ 2 steps) suffices for T to update the representation f the cell states 
of M. M takes at most KL clock intervals to accept any string X~L ~ IML  1 ; 
whence T takes KL((k 1 @ 1)n + 2) steps to accept X. Therefore, to show L 
regular we must show that T can update, in k~n steps, the representation f
the signals carried by M's channels. 
Let us trace a signal path leading away from a source in/~/. We mark every 
channel as we trace it. I f  the path forks we arbitrarily follow one branch. 
Eventually the path ends, either because no more channels are provided, or 
because the path converges with a previously traced path. We then backtrack 
to the first fork and take a different urn, again proceeding to the end. This 
procedure will eventually trace every path through which a signal from the 
source would flow. If  the total path length is p, our tracing will have taken 
2p steps, for we traversed every path segment twice; once "outbound" and once 
"inbound" (backtracking). 
Now if T were designed to perform this tracing process on the tape-presenta- 
tion of M, the marked channels could represent a signal's propagation. Since 
the total number of channels is proportional to n, the time taken by T to represent 
signal transmission i  M is also proportional to n. 
By the previous argument, this completes the proof of Theorem 4.1b and 
thus that of Theorem 4.1. Q.E.D. 
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4.2. Linear Context-Free Languages 
A context-free grammar G = (Vn, V~, P, S) is linear iff all its productions 
are of the form Y --+ aZ/3 for Y, Z ~ Vn and ~,/3 ~ V*. 
A context-free languageL is linear iff there exists a linear context-free grammar 
G such that L -~ L(G). 
A linear grammar is normal iff all its productions are of form Y--~ aZb or 
Y --+ c for Y, Z ~ Vn and a, b, c E V,U{A}, with at most one of a, b = h; and if 
)~ EL(G) then S --+ h is in P, otherwise c v~ )~. 
LEMMA 4.4. For any linear context-free language L, there exists a linear 
normal grammar G such that L = L(G). 
The proof is a trivial generalization of the corresponding theorem for regular 
language (e.g., Salomaa, 1974). 
THEOREM 4.5. For any linear grammar G, a two-dimensional bus automaton M
can be constructed which accepts L(G) in L-immediate time. 
Proof (Moshell and Rothstein, 1976). Essentially, M operates by working 
from both ends of a candidate string toward the middle. Cells in a two- 
dimensional array are assigned states with channels so arranged that signals 
propagating through channels represent all possible partial parses of the string 
at once. I f  a complete parse representation is found the string is accepted. 
Consider a linear normal grammar G = (Vn, V~, P, S) = ({S, A, B}, 
{a, b, c, d), P, S) with production rules P, 
S --+ aAb (1.1), 
A --+ aAb ]cA I eBd la  (2.1-2.4), 
B --+ aAb I Ba ] cBd] a (3.1-3.4). 
X = accaadb is a string from L(G). X is placed in the buffer of M (i.e., 
along one edge of the array of cells). A cell Cid above the diagonal enters a 
state named (x, x') if the two symbols in X to which Cid corresponds are x 
and x'. For instance, in Fig. 8, cell Cz,~ enters state (c, a). A cell along the 
diagonal enters state Dx if the corresponding symbol in X is x. 
Cells in states (x, x') have a distinct output component for each nonterminal 
symbol of G. A signal emerging on output A of cell C1,7 (Fig. 2)would represent 
the fact that the production S -~ aAb of G could have produced the initial a 
and final b of string S, leaving the nonterminal symbol A. 
Cells in states (x, x') also have distinct inputs corresponding to each non- 
terminal symbol of G. For a signal to continue through a cell in state (x, x'), 
it must arrive at an input which corresponds to the left-hand side of a production 
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~ -  -"~ a,b D 
C,117 .... D 
D 
I -~  ~,~! - - -~  
i i  ° ~, ',D ', 
I I 
J t ._~ D I  'J 
E1 a c c a a d b E2 
Fie. 8. Cell state setup. 
yielding terminal symbols x or x' or both. Figure 9 shows a cell in state (c, d) 
with channels corresponding to productions d -* eBd and B --~ eBd in G. 
Signal progress toward the right (in Fig. 8) represents acceptance of the 
string, from left to right. Progress downward represents acceptance of the 
string from right to left. 
BA 8A 
B 
A 
B 
FIe. 9. Channels representing FIG. 10. Channels representing 
productions, regular productions. 
When we also provide channels representing production d--+ cA, the 
channels in cells in state (c, d) are shown in Fig. 10. 
Cells along the diagonal contain a bus running down to the origin. I ra  diagonal 
cell corresponds to a symbol x in X such that there is a production A -* x 
in G, then input A is connected to the bus. A "parse representation" signal, 
arriving at the diagonal cell's input A, represents an almost complete derivation 
of X. If  A -*  x is in G, a complete derivation has been found and the signal 
arrives at the origin cell, which enters the acceptance state (see Fig. 11). The 
complete parse signal path is represented by the dotted line. 
Note that this entire parse representation i volves no state changes, once 
the cell states (x, x') are set up. 
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FIG. 11. Acceptance of string "accaadb" by M. 
4.3. Dyck Languages 
! t t 
DEFIN1TIOZ~. Consider three alphabets ~/,~ ~ {a 1 ,..., am}, Am ~- {ax .... , an}, 
and their union P~ the "paired alphabet" of m kinds of symbols. The Dyck 
language D~ is the set of strings in P~* that can be reduced to the empty string 
by successive deletion of substrings aca' i , 1 ~ i ~ m. Informally, language 
D,~ is isomorphic to the set of "correctly balanced strings" of m kinds of paren- 
theses, e.g., D 2 = ( ( ) ,  < >, ( )< >, (<)),...}. 
THEOREM 4.6. For any positive integer m, a two-dimensional bus automaton 
M,~ can be constructed which accepts Dyck language D~ in L-immediate time. 
A proof of the theorem may be found in Moshell (1975). An example of 
the operation of M~ follows. 
4.3.1. Example of Operation of M,~ 
i t Let m = 2. For readability replace a 1 , a 1 , a 2 , a s by ( , ), ( , ), respectively; 
and call the language D' s . The string X = ( ( ( ) ) ( ) )  e 02 is placed in the 
input buffer of Ms.  When M s is started, signals are sent upward on busses 
Yl and Ys (see Fig. 12) by cells of the buffer containing "left parentheses" and 
"right parentheses," respectively. 
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• k ;~¢ 
E1 ( [ < ( ) E2 
FIc. 12. y signals. 
H ~ H 
H 
H " J d FI 
FIC. 13. R andF  states. 
Quiescent cells receiving signals on busses Yz and Y2 enter states R ("rising") 
and F ("fall ing") respectively with multichannels H and J (Fig. 13). 
An input buffer cell containing a "left parentheses" sends out a signal 
representing that symbol, via the bus formed of H and J multichannels (see 
Fig. 14). 
FIG. 14. The H -- J busses in M2 • 
I f  X is well formed, each cell storing a "right parentheses" receives a signal, 
via the H - -  J bus, representing the corresponding left symbol. The cell then 
enters state Z (Fig. 15). 
FIO. 15. Right paired cells enter state Z. 
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Cells in state Z send a signal on a single-channel bus H '  - -  J', which connects 
the same set of cells as are connected by the H --  J bus; but signal propagation 
is in the opposite direction. The cell originating the left symbol thus receives 
a return signal, which indicates correct pairing of symbols. This cell also enters 
state Z (see Fig. 16). 
FIG. 16. Left paired cells enter state Z. 
I f  the entire input buffer enters state Z then an "acceptance signal" flows 
from the cell in state E~ to the origin cell, in state E 1 . The latter then enters 
state E~, and M~ accepts X. This can occur only when a "perfect pairing," 
so to speak, exists for the symbols comprising X; which is to say, when S is 
a member of the Dyck language Dt .  
4.4. Counting Languages 
We now demonstrate the application of bus automata to a problem involving 
counting. The treatment resembles that of the realization of symmetric Boolean 
functions by Harrison (1965). 
DEFINITION. For a finite alphabet V, a in V, and X in V*, Na(X) is the 
number of occurrences of a in X. 
DEFINITION. I f  
E co~Vo(X) = c~ 
a~ V 
is a linear equation with integer constants C z and C a (for all a in V), then 
the set 
is a counting language. For example, 
L1 = {X E (a, b)* [ .G(X)  -- Nb(X) = O} 
is the language of strings with equal numbers of a's and b's. 
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I t  is easy to show that counting languages are deterministic ontext-flee 
languages. Using stack symbols representing q-1 and --1, a deterministic 
pushdown automaton (DPDA) merely adds or removes the correct number 
(c,) of stack symbols as it receives each input symbol a. For L 1 above, the 
DPDA would add a "@1" (or remove a " - -1"  if that were the top stack symbol) 
on receiving an _a; and add " - -1"  (or remove "+1")  on receiving a b. L1 is 
accepted by empty stack. For languages where CL =/= 0, --CL is initially placed 
on the stack by the finite controller. 
A very similar "tally counting" scheme is used to accept the counting 
languages in L-immediate time-using bus automata. Consider a counting 
language L. We design a two-dimensional BA, Me to accept L. 
For 1 ~ r ~ maxa~v(l c~ I), where coefficients c~ are from the definition of L 
as a counting language, we define states S~. + and St- ("shift r positive," "shift 
r negative") with channels as in Fig. 17. 
FIG. 17. 
(+) , , . , (+) 
Channels of state St+; channels of state St-. 
For any cell C~,i, a signal arriving at R6.1 represents a positive number 
of magnitude j; arriving at R6.2 a signal represents --j. I f j  = 0, only R6.1 
will be used. 
I f  the DPDA accepting Lx had as input the string X = x 1 ,..., x~, on receiving 
x~ the DPDA would place c~ on its stack. In M r , xi causes a signal to be shifted 
a distance cx~. To achieve this, each column of cells C~.j is placed in state 
S +~ if ci >/0,  and S~ I if c~ < 0. 
The effect of a column of cells in state S~+ is to deflect a signal entering 
R6.1 upward by r cells, and a signal entering R6.2, r cells downward. Thus 
a signal representing a positive number m, traversing a column of cells in state 
Sr +, becomes a signal representing m + r. 
The ontv difficulty is when "underflow" occurs. For instance, for positive 
values rrq, m 2 , rn 1 > m 2 , a signal representing m 2 which traverses a column 
of cells in state S,~ would find not enough cells in the column to complete 
the connection. To resolve this problem, cells of the input buffer are equipped 
with channels which connect each descending "positive number" channel 
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A signal repres- 
enting +2 enters 
the column. 
+ 
j=2 
j=l 
+ 
j=0 
CoFumn of cells 
in state $4 
(~2)-4=-2; thus the 
+ signal leaves the 
_ column on the "neg- 
ative" output, at 
, height 2. 
FIG. 18. 
~" J - '~  I Signals on these 
' ~ channels represent 
value O. 
Example of "shifting" channels in M~. 
with the appropriate ascending "negative number" channel, and conversely. 
in  Fig. 18, a signal representing +2 traverses a column of cells in state S 4- 
and emerges as the signal representing --2. 
When M e is started, the origin cell originates a signal representing the value 
- -c  z . (The column of cells Co, j is used, in the obvious manner.) I f  the right 
endmarker cell, in state E2, receives a signal on R6.1 (representing a value 
zero, corresponding to the "empty stack" on a PDA), it busses the signal 
to the origin cell, which enters acceptance state Ea.  Thus M~ accepts just 
those strings satisfying the defining equation for L. 
It is easy to see that the language L a ~ {X ~ (a, b, c)* ] N~(X)  ~- Nn(X)  -= 
No(X)} can be defined as the intersection of two counting languages. In Section 5 
it is shown that all the IML  families are closed under intersection, so L 3 is in 
L IML  2 . The language L 3 n (a*b*c*), which is the familiar context-sensitive 
language {a~b~c~}l n ~ 0} = Lab~ is therefore in L IML2 ,  as are many other 
languages. 
4.5. Some Non-Par ikh Linear Languages 
Consider ordered n-tuples of nonnegative integers, with termwise addition 
and multiplication by scalars as with vectors. A set S of n-tuples is a linear 
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set iff there is an integer k >/0  and n-tuples v o ,..., v~ such that S consists 
of all n-tuples of the form 
/c 
VO @ 2 XrWr '
where the x, are nonnegative integers. A finite union of linear sets is a semilinear 
set. 
For alphabet V ~ {a 1 ,..., am} the Parikh mapping T: V* --~ N ~ is defined: 
for any X in V*, ~(X)  : (Ar%(X), N%(X),..., N%(X)),  where Na(X ) is defined 
(in Section 4.4) as the number of occurrences of a in X. 
A formal language L is a Parikh linear language iff there exists a Parikh 
mapping such that the set {k~(X) [ X e L} is a semilinear set. 
Interest in Parikh linear languages originated with Parikh's (1961) proof 
that all context-free languages are Parikh linear languages. A tool was thus 
provided for demonstrating that various languages were not Context-free. 
The languages now considered are both over the one-letter alphabet V = {a}; 
Le = {a n J~ n is the square of a natural number}, 
L~ = {a~ IP is a prime number}. 
Neither language is Parikh linear; thus neither is context-free. We now 
exhibit bus automata ccepting these languages in L-immediate time. 
4.5.1. A Bus Automaton for L e 
The bus automaton M e accepting L 2 is three-dimensional. For each integer 
k > 0 there is a two-dimensional "sub-BA" S k , consisting of the "sheet" of all 
cells with common k coordinate. Sk answers the question: Does n ~ h e ? 
We now describe M e and its operation. 
(1) Consider the i, k plane of ~V/2, for j=0 .  The string X=a ~ is 
placed in the buffer %0.o, 1 <~ i <~ n. Co.o, o is in state E1 and C~+1,0.0 in state 
E.~, as usual. The string X is copied into the first n rows of cells in the plane, 
parallel to the buffer. States E'  1 and E' e mark the ends of these copies X (see 
Fig. 19). 
A signal on a diagonal bus from the origin places the kth cell of the kth 
row in state A (see Fig. 20). 
(2) Each row Ci,o.~ for fixed k and 1 ~ i ~< n serves as the input buffer 
for the sub-BA, S~. Figure 21 represents S~, which is perpendicular to the 
ceIi sheet shown in Figs. I9 and 20. 
The ceil in state A sends out a signal on a diagonal bus in S~ ; the cell in 
state E~ sends out a signal on a vertical bus in S~. Where they meet the cell 
enters state W. This cell is Co.~, ~ (Fig. 21). 
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FIG. 19. String is copied. 
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Fla. 22. Periodic pattern is created. 
(3) The cell in state W sends a signal rightward, changing that entire 
row of cells (Ci,~.k, 1 ~ i ~ n) to state H. Then the cell in state E[ emits 
a signal on a diagonal bus (Fig. 22). This bus, entering a cell in state H, then 
descends vertically until entering a buffer cell (state a or A), whence it agairt 
ascends diagonally. 
Any cell, through which a signal passes on this bus in the vertical (not 
diagonal) direction, enters state D (see Fig. 23). 
(4) The cell in state W sends a signal rightward on a horizontal bus. 
Every column of cells in state D continues this bus one row lower (closer to 
the buffer). It is shown as the dotted line in Fig. 23. I f  the signal reaches the 
cell in state E' s , it is returned to the E'  z cell which reports acceptance to the 
origin. We now show that this occurs only if the length of the string, [ X ]  ~--- 
n .= k ~. 
First consider the case where n : k s. For M s to accept X, the signal from 
the W-cell in some subautomaton S~ must reach the E~-cell. To do so it must 
undergo k "downward" displacements, where "down" is in the direction of 
decreasing j. Each column of D-cells displaces the bus downward one row. 
These columns are k cells apart, so a signal traveling from the W-cell to the 
E£-cell crosses k s columns, one for each symbol of X. 
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I f  n > k 2 the signal "passes over" the E'2-cell as in Fig. 24. 
I f  n < k 2 the signal does not reach the E~-celI as in Fig. 25, because string 
buffer cell states a and A do not contain channels extending the horizontal bus. 
The EL-cell reports acceptance to the El-cell. All the E£-cells report to the 
origin cell. I f  any subautomaton accepts X then M 2 accepts X. A subautomaton 
Sk only accepts X if n : k2; so M2 accepts L 2 . 
4.5.2. A Bus Automaton for L~ 
Parts I to 3 of the description of M~ (the bus automaton accepting L~) are 
identical to those for M 2 . Part 4 is replaced by the following: 
(4') The cell C,~,0.~ in state/~2 sends a signal to the E,-cell iff the E~-cell's 
immediate left neighbor is in state D. This occurs only if n =mk for some 
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positive integer m. (The d-columns are k cells apart, and if the mth column 
is adjacent o the E'2-cell , then IX  I = ink.) I f  no such signal is received by 
any E'l-cell and relayed to the origin after six clock cycles, it is known that 
no number k (1 < k < n) divides n, and so the origin cell enters state E~ 
and X are accepted. 
In both M s and M,  it is easily confirmed that no signal traverses more than 
3n cells, and thus that the linear propagation time requirement for an L-  
immediate language is met. We have shown that L~ and L~ are both in L IML  a . 
5. CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF THE IMMEDIATE LANGUAGE FAMILIES 
We say that a family F of formal languages i closed under some operation P, 
if P applied to any member of F produces another member of F. 
In the following, "all IML  families" means IML ,  L IML ,  PIIVfL, and 
L IMLa ,  P IMLa ,  and IML  a for any integer d greater than zero. 
We use an operation "merge" to form one d-dimensional bus automaton, 
Ma,  from two simpler bus automata Ms and Ms ,  having maximum dimension d. 
I f  one of M 1 and M 2 (say, M2) has a smaller dimension d', it can be embedded 
in a d-dimensional cellular space composed of copies of the d'-dimensional 
cellular space of M 2 , to facilitate the merger. The resulting BA has as its state 
set the cross product of the state sets of M 1 and M 2 , and all functions are 
defined in a straightforward manner from the corresponding functions in M 1 
and M 2 . M 3 just consists of M 1 and M 2 "operating in the same space," without 
interaction. Interaction is introduced as needed. 
5.1. Closure Under Union and Intersection 
THEOREM 5.1. All IML families are closed under union and intersection. 
Proof. Consider two BA's, M s and 21//2, of dimensions d1 and dz ; assume 
d 1 < d 2 . They can both be made to occupy the same "space" of dimensionality 
d 2 by extending each cell of M 1 to form a subspace of dimension (dz - -  dl). 
Let us call the resulting super-BA "NfERGE(M1,  M2)." 
For L~ and L s in IML  family F, let L~ -~ L(M1) and L 2 ---- L(M~) for M1 and 
M 2 bus automata ppropriate to family F. Let M 3 ~ NIERGE(M 1 ,/]42). 
The input buffer cells of M 3 are automatically the cells containing Ml ' s  
and M2's input buffers. For input X, the states of buffer cells of M 3 are 
initialized to ((xl ,  xl), (x~, x2) ..... (x~, xn) ). When M 3 is started, M 1 and M s 
are simultaneously "simulated" by M 3 . 
Let E% and ql be states of M 1 , and E% and q2 be states of M s ; E% and E% 
are accept states of the respective BA. To accept L 1 t3 L 2 we specify M a such 
that if the origin cell is in any state (E%, q2) or (ql, E%) then on the next clock 
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pulse the origin cell enters accept state E~. Thus X is accepted by M 3 one 
clock interval after the faster of M 1 and M s accept X. 
For M a to accept L 1 n L~ we modify M 1 and M 2 , if necessary, so that a 
cell entering the acceptance state (E% or E~2 ) does not leave it. We specify 
Ma such that if the origin cell is in state (Eat, E%) then on the next clock pulse 
the origin cell enters state Ea. X is accepted by M 3 one clock interval after 
the slower of M 1 and 2¢I 2 accept X. 
For L 1 and L 2 in family F, it is clear that L 1 k.J L 2 and L 1 n L 2 are in F. Q.E.D. 
5.2. Closure under Complementation 
THEOREM 5.2. All IML families are closed under complementation. 
Proof. Let F be any IML  family. Since there is a time bound on the accep- 
tance of any string X in L 6F, we simply wait that amount of time, then reject 
the string if it has not been accepted. 
Given bus automaton M which accepts L in KL intervals, modify its origin 
cell to count KL + 1 clock pulses, then enter a designated reject state if accep- 
tance has not occurred. Exchange of reject and accept states creates a bus 
automaton J~ accepting the complement of L, in the same time cost (plus one 
clock interval) as L was accepted by M. Thus F is closed under complementation. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. All IML  families are contained in the class of recursive languages. 
5.3. Kleene and Inverse Homomorphic Closure 
THEOREM 5.3. The families IML, P IML and L IML are closed under Kleene 
("star") closure, 
THEOREM 5.4. All IML  families are closed under inverse homomorphism. 
These two proofs are straightforward but lengthy (Moshell and Rothstein, 
1976). Proof of Kleene closure involves testing every substring of a candidate 
for membership in language L. A string of length n has order of n ~ substrings; 
so ifL is (L-, P-) immediate on a d-dimensional BA, (L)* is shown to be (L-, P-) 
immediate on a d + 2-dimensional BA. 
Inverse homomorphic closure is proved by showing that an arbitrary homo- 
morphism h can be performed in linear propagation immediate time by a 
2-dimensional BA. Then ifL is in (L-, P-) IMLa for d >/2,  merging its aceeptor 
with the h-machine produces an acceptor for h-l(L). For d = 1 we know 
IML  1 = L IML  1 = the regular languages, which are closed under inverse 
homomorphism. 
643/4o/I-8 
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5.4. Nonclosure under Homomorphism 
THEOREM 5.4. I f  F is any IML family which includes LIMLz , then F is not 
closed under homomorphism. 
Proof. Assume for arbitrary L 6F  and homomorphism h, that h(L) is in F. 
By Theorem 4.1 regular languages are in F. By Theorem 4.6, Dyck languages 
are in F. For R a regular language and D a Dyck language, by Theorem 5.1 
R C~ D is in Y. By hypothesis, for any homomorphism hi, hl(R n D) is in F. 
It is known (Salomaa, 1974) that for any context-free language (CFL) L o 
there exists a homomorphism h 1, a regular language R, and a Dyck language D
such that hl(R c~ D) ~ L~. Thus, i fF  is closed under homomorphism then all 
CFLs are in F. 
Given two CFLs C1, C 2 and any homomorphism h2, by the hypothesis, 
h2(C 1 r~ C2) is in F. But for any type 0 language L there exist homomorphism 
h 2 and CFLs C1, C~ such that L -~ h2(C 1 n C~) (Salomaa, 1974). However, 
by the corollary to Theorem 5.2, F is contained in the recursive languages, 
whereas not all type 0 languages are recursive. This contradiction proves the 
theorem. Q.E.D. 
5.5. Discussion of Closures 
Since the regular languages are in LI1VfL1 and thus in all IML  families 
(Theorem 4.1), all IML  families are closed under intersection with regular 
languages. Thus they are closed under full AFL operations except homo- 
morphism (Ginsburg et al., 1969). It is not known if any family (other than 
IML1) is closed under )t-free homomorphism. 
For the above closure proofs, only that of Kleene closure requires a BA 
of higher dimensionality han the one needed to recognize the given language. 
TABLE I 
Closure Results for IML Families 
Family Boolean" h b h -1 Reversal c~ Regular Kleene(*) 
(L-, P-)IML Y N Y Y Y Y 
(L-, P-)IMLa, 
d>l  Y N Y Y Y ? 
(L-, P-)IML1 = 
regular sets Y Y Y Y Y Y 
a Boolean closure indicates closure under union and complement, hence under inter- 
section and set difference. 
b h indicates closure under homomorphism; h -a, inverse homomorphism. 
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Closure under reversal is simply shown for L IMLa,  P IMLa,  and IMLa.  
As IML  1 is the class of regular languages, it is closed under reversal. For d > 1, 
a construction similar to the one used to prove inverse homomorphic closures 
(Moshell and Rothstein, 1976) can reverse a string in L-immediate time. 
The known closure results for IML  families are shown in Table I. (17 indicates 
closure, N nonclosure, ? unknown.) 
6. ~ON-IMMEDIATE LANGUAGES 
In this section we prove that there exists a recursive language not in PIML. 
Several other results concerning languages not in IML  families are shown, 
and the relationship between the "Polynomial Complete" problem (Karp, 1972) 
and language acceptance by BA and CA is explored. Our main tool is the 
following Theorem 6.1. 
6.1. Moore Cellular Automata nd Polynomial Time 
A formal language L belongs to the class PTIME of formal languages iff L 
is accepted by some deterministic Turing machine T in an amount of time for 
which some polynomial function of the length of the input string constitutes 
an upper bound. We say "T  accepts L in polynomial time," or "T  accepts L in 
polytime." 
THEOREM 6.1. The class of formal languages accepted in polynomial time by 
deterministic Moore cellular automata is precisely the class PTIME of languages. 
The proof that a one-dimensional Moore cellular automaton (MCA) can 
simulate a Turing machine in real time is well known (Smith, 1969; Rothstein, 
t976). Proof that a TM can accept, in polynomial time, any language accepted 
by an MCA in polynomial time, proceeds along obvious lines. 
First one shows that the nonquiescent area of a Moore cellular automaton 
grows (in successive clock intervals) at most as a polynomial function of the 
size of the initial nonquiescent region (i.e., the input string). Then one shows 
that a representation of an MCA can be "updated," i.e., one dock cycle of 
the MCA can be simulated in polynomial time, as a function of the size of 
the MCA. These two results are used to show that if a language L is accepted 
by an MCA in polynomial time, then a TM can also accept L in polynomial 
time. A detailed proof was given by Moshell (1975). 
6.2. Languages Not in I~IL Families 
Moshell and Rothstein (1976) showed that all the L-immediate languages 
are linear-time Moore cellular automaton languages (L IMLaC LMCAa), 
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and that, similarly, PI1V[L a C PMCA a . I f  there exists a recursive language L
not in PMCA, then L is not in P IML or L IML.  
By Theorem 10.11 of Hopcroft and Ullman (1969) 2, a recursive language L 
can be constructed which cannot be accepted by a deterministic one-tape T1V[ 
in polynomial time. By Theorem 6.1, L is not in PMCA, therefore not in 
PIML. Whence 
THEOREM 6.2. There exists a recursive language L that is not in PIML. 
We can also show the following: 
THEOREM 6.3. For any positive integer d, there is a formal language L accepted 
in polynomial time by a deterministic TM (L E PTIME) but L is accepted by no 
d-dimensional BA in L-immediate time. 
To prove Theorem 6.3 we first prove 
LEMMA 6.4. For any positive integer d and polynomial function p(n), there is 
a language in PT IME which is accepted by no Moore cellular automaton of d 
dimensions in polynomial time bound p(n). 
Proof. Given a polynomial function p(n), consider the set S of all languages 
accepted by d-dimensional h/ICA in time bound p(n). By the method of the 
proof of Theorem 6.1, a polynomial function R(n) exists such that for any 
L ~ S, a Turing machine T can be found which accepts L in time bound R(n). 
Let r be the degree of R(n). 
By Theorem 10.11 of Hopcroft and Ullman (1969), there exists a language 
L 2 accepted by a TM T 2 in time bound (n) ~* log(n) ~, but by no TM in time 
bound pl(n), for any function Pl such that 
inf Pl(n) -- O. ~ 
n~o n 2r 
Since the degree of R(n) is r, 
R(n) 
= 0 .  
Thus L~ cannot be accepted by a T1V[ in time bound R(n), and L~ q~ S. Now, 
(n) 2~ log(n)Z~ < (n) 4r, which is therefore a polynomial time bound on the 
acceptance ofL2 by T~ ; thus, L2 ~ PTIME. ButL 2 ¢ S; so Lemma 6.4 is proved. 
Q.E.D. 
We can now prove Theorem 6.3. 
The theorem is or ig ina l ly  f rom Har tman is  and Stearns  (1965); the  Hopcro f t  and  
U l lman (1969) p resentat ion  is more  useful  here. 
3 in f f (n )  is the  l im i t  as n -*  o~ of the greatest  lower  bound o f f (n ) ,  f(n + 1), f(n -k 2) .... 
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Pro@ LMCA a is the class of languages accepted in linear time by Moore 
cellular automata of d dimensions. If we let p(n) = an q- b for constants a, b 
and apply Lemma 6.4, then the family S (from that theorem's proof) is just 
LMCAa. There exists a language in PTIME that is not in S = LMCAa, 
and therefore not in L IML a . Q.E.D. 
6.3. Context-Sensitive Languages and IML Families 
A formal language L belongs to the class NPTIME of formal languages iff 
L is accepted by some nondeterministic Turing machine T in an amount of 
time for which.some polynomial function of the length of the input string 
constitutes an upper bound. 
TItEOREM 6.5. I f  for arbitrary context-sensitive language L, there is a Moore 
cellular automaton accepting L in polynomial time, then PTI3/IE = NPTIME. 
Hartmanis and Simon (1974) provide arguments upporting the idea that 
PTIME :/= NPTIME. If this is the case, Theorem 6.5 shows that the context- 
sensitive languages (CSL) are not included in PMCA. Before proving Theorem 
6.5, we introduce the concept of P-reducibility (Karp, 1972). 
Language L 1 is P-reducible to language L2(Lt oc L2) iff there exists a deter- 
ministic Turing machine operating in polynomial time, which, given as input 
the string X, halts with string Y on its tape; and Y ~L 2 iff X~L 1 . 
Karp then shows that if L~ ~ NPTIME then L~ oc Lc for some context- 
sensitive language Lc. This is shown in the following manner: 
Given L~ E V* for some alphabet V; if L~ ~ NPTIME and T n is the non- 
deterministic TM accepting L n in time P(X), then each string X to be tested 
for membership in L~ is first replaced by the string f(X)=-~P(x)x#PcX), 
where ~ is a symbol not in V, and ~p(x) denotes P(X) copies of ~. This can 
be done by a deterministic "transcription TM"  in polyfime. 
Let language Lc = {#P(x)x#P(X)l_¥ ~L~}. T~ applied to L~ is thus a linear- 
bounded automaton; for enough symbols # have been added to each string 
to guarantee that T~ will not leave the string while accepting it. For a given 
string X in Ln, the length of the corresponding string f (X )  is 2P(X) q- I X 1- 
Proof of Theorem 6.5. Assume that for any context-sensitive language there 
exists some Moore cellular automaton accepting any string in the language in 
a polynomial time bound. Now consider arbitrary language L~ in NPTIME. 
By the previous assumption, there exists an MCA accepting the corresponding ~ 
CSL L~ in polynomial time bound S(Y), Y EL~. We modify the 1V/CA to take 
any string XeL~ as input and replace X by f (X)  eLe by simulating the 
"transcription TM"  (this requires polynomial time). Then the MCA accepts 
4 That is, L~ o: Lo. 
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f (X )  iff f (X )  eL~ (iff XeL~) .  This requires time S(f(X)) .  The length of 
f (X )  is a polynomial function of [ X [, namely 2P(X) -k I X I. Since a polynomial 
function of a polynomial function of I X [  is itself a polynomial function of 
]X  1, L~ is accepted by an MCA with a polynomial time bound. Since our 
argument is applicable to any Ln in NPT IME,  our hypothesis implies that 
NPT IME C PMCA = PT IME.  Since PT IME C NPT IME trivially, it follows 
that PTIM-E = NPT IME.  Q.E.D. 
Finally, we have 
THEOREM 6.6. I f  CSL C PIML, then NPT IME -= PTIME. 
Proof. I f  CSL C P IML  then since P IML  C PMCA, Theorem 6.5 implies 
that NPT IME = PT IME.  Q.E.D. 
7. IMMEDIATE LANGUAGES AND DBCS LANGUAGES 
Smith (1972) describes a one-dimensional cellular automaton called a 
"bounded cellular space" (BCS) for accepting strings in a formal language. 
A BCS, M, may be considered as a tape divided into squares. Each square 
contains a Moore finite automaton or cell (which may be nondeterministic) 
taking the outputs of its two neighbors as input. The state set Q of these cells 
includes as a subset the alphabet g over which formal language is defined 5
(L C If*). Also included in Q are: an "accepting state" A, a boundary or "end- 
marker" state b, and a quiescent state, defined as usual in cellular automata. 
Initially each cell Ci of M (1 ~< i ~< n) is placed in a state xi,  such that 
the string X = x 1 ,..., xn "occupies" cells C 1 .... , C,~. Cells C O and Cn+ 1 are 
placed in state b; all other cells remain in the quiescent state. Cells in state b 
never leave that state, so cells outside this occupied region s never leave the 
quiescent state. 
Consider a BCS, M. The language accepted by M consists of the set of input 
strings X such that C,  can enter state A after a finite number of clock intervals. 
For deterministic ells, it is easily shown that the languages accepted, the 
DBCS ("deterministic BCS") languages, are precisely the deterministic context- 
sensitive languages. Similarly for nondeterministic cells, the languages accepted 
are precisely the context-sensitive languages. 
Two complexity classes are of interest within the DBCS languages. Smith 
proves closure properties and provides examples of both the linear-time DBCS 
(LDBCS) and real-time DBCS (RDBCS) languages. The set LDBCS of lan- 
guages are those accepted in time kn by a DBCS, where n = I X I is the length 
5 Note that the input alphabet is part of the state set; this should cause no confusion. 
6 Called a "retina" by Smith, and a "buffer" in this work. 
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of the input string, and k is a constant. The set RDBCS of languages are those 
accepted in "real t ime"; i.e., in time n, by a DBCS. 
7.2. Examples of RDBCS, LDBCS, and L IML 3 
Each of the following languages and language families is found in both 
RDBCS and L IML  3 . Their  inclusion in RDBCS is shown in (Smith, 1972). 
Dyck languages; linear context-free languages; 
Labc = { aibici I i ~ 1} 7; 
L.~w = {WWI  We V*} 8; 
L~ = {a ~ I P is prime}; 
Ls = {a s I s is the square of a natural number}. 
Numerous other examples can be found which are in both RDBCS and 
L IMLa .  Two examples in LDBCS which we have not found in L IML  3 are: 
h-move-free deterministic context-free languagesg; 
and 
Lmult ~--- (X#YXZf ,  X, Y, Ze  O, 1}* are binary integers, 
and Z = Y multiplied by X}3 ° 
The A-move-free DCFLs  are defined in terms of the pushdown automaton, 
a sequential acceptance device. Their  inclusion in RDBCS is trivial because 
their acceptance by the PDA is real time, and is directly simulated by the 
DBCS. We have not found a parallel representation of the sequence of states 
and stack configurations of the PDA, and therefore are unable to say whether 
these languages are in IML .  
The authors suspect hat Lmult is in P IML~,  but have not proved it. 
At present, no examples of L IML  3 are known which are not included in 
RDBCS. It  has not been shown that the context-free languages (CFL) - -o r  
even the deterministic CFL - -a re  included in RDBCS; neither has it been 
shown that the deterministic CFL  are in L IML  a . 
L,b, is shown, in Section 4.4, to be in LIML~, hence in LIMLa. 
s Lww can be shown to be LIML3 by methods imilar to those used in Section 5 to 
prove inverse homomorphic closures. 
9 A A-move-free deterministic CFL is a language accepted by a deterministic pushdown 
automaton which "makes no h-moves"; i.e., which advances its input tape on every state 
transition. Thus these languages are "real time": (Number of state transitions until 
acceptance) < (number of symbols in string). 
10 This language is in LDBCS by a result of Atrubin (1965) cited in the Smith (1972) 
paper. 
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7.3. Closures of DBCS and IML Families 
The proof (Section 5.5) that LIML~ and IML  families containing L IML2,  
are not closed under homomorphism is based only on these facts: LIML~ 
contains the Dyck and regular languages, and each IML  family is dosed under 
intersection and complement. Since each of RDBCS, LDBCS, and L IML  z 
have these properties, none of these is closed under homomorphism. 
The known closures of RDBCS, LDBCS, and L IML  3 and IML  are shown 
in Table II. (Boolean closure denotes closure under union and complement, 
hence also under intersection and set difference.) 
TABLE II 
Closures of DBCS and IML  Families 
RDBCS LDBCS LIML3 IML 
Boolean Boolean Boolean Boolean 
reversal reversal ~ Reversal ~
inverse inverse inverse 
homomorphism b homomorphism homomorphism 
Kleene (star) 
closure 
1Nonclosures 
homomorphism homomorphism homomorphism homomorphism 
a A bus automaton can reverse a string in L-immediate time by techniques imilar to 
those used to prove inverse homomorphic closure in Section 5.4. 
b This is proved by Moshell (1975, Appendix D). 
7.4. Discussion 
Let us define the class QL of quick languages as the intersection of the classes 
LDBCS and LIML3.  We observe that: 
(1) QL contains all the example languages we have exhibited which 
belong to LIML3 ; 
(2) QL is closed under Boolean operations, reversal, and inverse homo- 
morphism, and not closed under homomorphism; 
(3) all the languages in QL are "quickly" accepted by two dissimilar 
but highly parallel classes of computational devices. 
It  seems clear that QL consists of languages which are in some sense 
"inherently amenable to parallel acceptance." Attempts to prove inclusion 
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(either way) between LDBCS and L IML  3 have so far failed, despite their 
apparent similarities. The class QL merits further study. 
8. SUMMARY 
We have considered the class IML  of immediate languages, which are the 
languages accepted by bus automata in a fixed number of clock intervals. 
A family structure of the immediate languages emerges from consideration 
of the amount of time allowed for signal propagation between clock pulses. 
The class L IML  of linear propagation-time immediate languages consists of the 
formal languages for which a BA exists accepting all strings X of language 
L e L IML ,  in K L or less clock intervals, and the propagation time interval P 
between clock pulses is at most a linear function of the length of X. 
The class P IML  of polynomial propagation-time immediate languages is 
similarly described, with P <~ f(n) a polynomial function of n. 
The class of languages which are immediate on a d-dimensional BA is labeled 
IMLa .  The linear- and propagation-time IML  families are defined in the 
obvious way. The following inclusions result directly from the definitions: 
IMLe+I D_ PIMLe+I D LIMLa+ 1 
IU lU IU 
IMLd D_ PIML~ D L IML~.  
RE SETS 
I1 
C S L ~  XPTM : PMCA ~. . IML  
% L - , ,ML , ,M ,  
\ R BCS 
~ example languages: 
/ L inear  CFL, 
~ Dyck Lp L s etc 
REGULAR SETS 
= LIML, 
Fro. 26. Inclusions among language families: CSL = context-sensitive languages, 
DCSL = deterministic CSL, L- = linear time, LOG-BA = logarithmic number of state 
changes on a BA (linear propagation time), MCA = Moore cellular automaton, P- = 
polynomial time, PTAPE ~ polynomial tape, liE = recursively enumerable, and TM = 
Turing machine (IML and DBCS terms are defined in text). 
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We observe the similarities of the families LDBCS and L IN[L 3 and propose 
that there may be an underlying "inherently parallel" family or families of 
languages to which LDBCS and LI3/[L 3 are somehow related. 
Known inclusion results between formal language families are shown in 
the following diagram. Double lines indicate that proper inclusion has been 
proved; classes are included in classes above them to which they are attached. 
New results are shown as crossed lines and in italic script. 
I t  seems clear that in any hierarchy of difficulty for parallel acceptance, 
the immediate language families will have the lowest levels of complexity, 
analogous to regular languages in the sequential acceptance hierarchy. Unifica- 
tion of the central and right portions of Fig. 26 would help to establish a time 
cost hierarchy for parallel anguage acceptance. 
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